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Abstract
Many-body localization for a systemof bosons trapped in a one-dimensional lattice is discussed. Two
models thatmay be realized for cold atoms in optical lattices are considered. Themodel with a random
on-site potential is comparedwith previously introduced random interactionsmodel.While the
origin and character of the disorder in both systems is different they show interesting similar
properties. In particular,many-body localization appears for a sufficiently large disorder as verified by
a time evolution of initial density wave states as well as using statistical properties of energy levels for
small system sizes. Startingwith different initial states, we observe that the localization properties are
energy-dependent which reveals an invertedmany-body localization edge in both systems (that
finding is also verified by statistical analysis of energy spectrum).Moreover, we consider
computationally challenging regime of transition betweenmany body localized and extended phases
wherewe observe a characteristic algebraic decay of density correlations whichmay be attributed to
subdiffusion (andGriffiths-like regions) in the studied systems. Ergodicity breaking in the disordered
Bose–Hubbardmodels is comparedwith the slowing-down of the time evolution of the clean system
at large interactions.
1. Introduction
The effects of interactions on disordered localized physical systems remained to a large extent amystery for over
50 years after the pioneering work of Anderson [1]who introduced the concept of single-particle localization.
The study of interactions in themetallic regime practically beganwith thework of Altshuler andAronov [2],
subsequently problems related to the presence of the disorder and interactions were addressed by several works
(a highly incomplete listmay include [3–6]) also in cold atomic settings [7]. It was in the seminal paper [8] that
many body localization (MBL)was identified as a genuine newphenomenon occurring for sufficiently strong
disorders. This stimulated numerous studies of various aspects of theMBL in the last 10 years (for reviews see
[9–12]). Presently, it is a commonunderstanding thatMBL is themost robust way of ergodicity breaking in the
quantumworld.
Most of the theoretical studies ofMBLwere performed for interacting spinmodels in a lattice, (e.g.
Heisenberg, XXZ) as amply reviewed in e.g. [9–12]. Those spinmodels were frequentlymapped on spinless
fermions. Experimentally, both fermionic [13, 14] aswell as bosonic species [15, 16]were investigatedwhere the
latter seem to be particularly challenging.While for 1/2-spins (spinless fermions) an on-siteHilbert space is two
dimensional (and for spinful fermions four dimensional), for bosonswe have to effectively deal withmuch larger
dimensions of localHilbert space (constrained, strictly speaking, by the total number of particles,N) unless we
want to consider the artificial case of hard-core bosons [17]. Thismakes bosonic systems unique andworth
addressing in a detailedway.
In this workwe considerMBL in the Bose–Hubbardmodel due to two distinctmechanisms—either
resulting from random interactions (we extend here our previous studies [18, 19]) or from randomon-site
potential. Bosonic systems have the advantage of being easily controlled and prepared in an experiment.
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additional freedom in the choice of initial states and on one hand provides the experimentalist with
supplementary ways of studying ergodicity breaking and on the other hand leads tomore complex dynamics
thatmakes numerical simulations of bosonic systems a challenging task.
Consider the standard Bose–Hubbardmodel in one dimension
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There are two straightforward and experimentally feasible ways of introducing a genuine randomdisorder to the
system. The Bose–Hubbardmodel with randomon-site potential can be simulated by an optical speckle field
(assuming that the correlation length of the speckle is smaller than the lattice spacing):
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with W W2, 2im Î -[ ].While this seems quite straightforward, a careful analysis [20] shows that a realistic
tight-bindingmodel for a random speckle potential imposed on top of an optical lattice leads to amore
sophisticatedmodel with all the parameters being randomand drawn from speckle potential induced
distributions. Nevertheless, later wewill restrict ourselves to themodel (2) as a plausible simplification of the
experimental situation. Especially as the state of the art imaging under a quantummicroscope [21] enables a
creation of an arbitrary optical potential by appropriate holographicmasks.
The second option is realizedwhen the optical lattice is placed close to an atom chipwhich provides a
spatially randommagnetic field, that, in the vicinity of Feschbach resonance, leads to random interactions [22]
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U U0,i Î [ ]. The latter system (3)was shown in the proceedingwork [18] to bemany-body localized at
sufficiently large interaction strength amplitudesU.More careful analysis of the level statistics of the random
interactionsmodel and a preliminary observation of an invertedmobility edgewere presented in [19].
Let usmention also that quasi-periodic potentials are used in fermionic experiments [13, 23] and analyzed
theoretically—formost recent works see [24, 25].We restrict ourselves to an analysis ofmodels with random
disorder, uniformly distributed in the respective intervals.
The two systems (2) and (3) are clearly physically different. In the absence of interactions, eigenstates of (2)
are localizedwhereas the single-particle spectrumof (3) consists of Bloch-waves and is thus fully delocalized.
However, as we shall showbelow, bothmodels behave, to a large extent, quite similarly in the presence of the
strong disorder. On one side this suggests, thatMBL is a robust phenomenon—importantly its signatures are
also similar for fermionic and pure spin systems. On the other side, the remaining differences point towards
system specific phenomena thatmay be studied.
Let us set the energy and time scales by putting J=1 (also ÿ=1). The average properties of the systemwith
random interactions are dependent on just a single scale,U. The features of the systemwith a randomon-site
potential are a result of an interplay between the disorder characterized by its strengthW and interactionsU.
Therefore, one cannot identify disorder strengths at which the properties of the two systemswould be exactly
the same.
The paper is structured as follows. First, in section 2we analyze ergodicity breaking in the disordered Bose–
Hubbard systems by examining the relaxation properties of specifically prepared density-wave-like initial states
during the time evolution. Above certain disorder strengths, both systems fail to relax to a uniformdensity
profile. Quantifying the degree of ergodicity breaking, we observe that it crucially depends on the energy of the
initial state which leads us to the study of the level statistics of the systems in an energy-resolvedway and allows
us to postulate the existence of the localization edge in the system in section 3.We provide qualitative arguments
supporting the existence of the localization edge in the perturbative language in section 4.We consider in a
detailedway (section 5) the level spacings of the randomon-site potentialmodel showing that they are consistent
with our imbalance studies. Finally, in section 6,many-body localization in the disordered system is contrasted
with the slow downof thermalization in the clean system [26].
2. The imbalance decay
The Eigenstate ThermalizationHypothesis (ETH) [27–29], states that excited eigenstates of an ergodic system
have thermal expectation values of physical observables. In effect, a time average of a local observable
equilibrates to themicrocanonical average and remains near that value formost of the time. In order to
investigate ergodicity breaking in the considered systems, we adapt a strategy analogous to the experiment [13]
and study the time evolution of highly excited out-of-equilibrium states. For fermions the standard interaction
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mechanism is related to collisions of opposite spin fermions at a given site. Similarly, for the interaction between
bosons to take place one needs at least two bosons at a single site. Therefore, as the initial state we typically
consider the density wave-like Fock state DW 2121 ...21ñ = ñ∣ ∣ (working at 3/2filling). Quantitative results are
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whereNe,o are populations of even and odd sites of the 1D lattice respectively. A non-zero stationary value of
imbalance at large times shows that the systembreaks ergodicity, which, in the context of an interactingmany-
body quantum system implies that it ismany-body localized.
Two complementary numerical toolsmay be used to study the time evolution of the system starting from a
high energy nonstationary state (as e.g. DW21ñ∣ ). For small system sizes onemay use the exact diagonalization
approach and calculate the evolution operator after finding eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the problem. Such
an approach has been used for (less demanding computationally) spin systems [30, 31] and allows one to reach
long time dynamics. A bit larger systemsmay be quite efficiently emulated using time propagation inKrylov
subspaces [32]—themethod often referred to as the Lanczos approach, however, the calculations becomemore
computationally demandingwith the increasing evolution time.
For finite size systems theHeisenberg timeTH (being essentially the inverse of themean level spacings) sets a
time scale at which the time evolution freezes. This is illustrated infigure 1(a)where the decay of the imbalance I
(t) for the systemofN=9 bosons on L=6 lattice sites with interaction strength amplitudeU=15 effectively
stops atTH≈70 (the dimension of theHilbert space is equal to 2002). However, already for L=8 theHilbert
space dimension is 50 388 and theHeisenberg time isTH≈500which allows for a clear observation of the decay
of the imbalance I(t). Figure 1(b)demonstrates the effect of the system size and role of the number of disorder
realizations n. Data for L=8 and L=30 show that the imbalance I(t), after an initial transient, oscillates
around a certain stationary valuewhich decreases slightly for larger system sizes (also visible infigure 1(a) for
U= 40).Moreover, the amplitude of the oscillations decreases like n1 with number of disorder realizations
being n=50 for L=8, 30 and n=10 for L=60.
The obtained time evolution of the imbalance averaged over 50 disorder realizations for different disorder
strengths is presented infigure 2 for L=12 bosons onN=8 sites with open boundary conditions. At small
disorder strengths both systems obey ETHand the density pattern of the DW21ñ∣ state relaxes to uniformdensity
—this is the case forW=1 (left panel) andU=2 (right panel). For large disorder, on the other hand, after a
rapid initial decay, the imbalance saturates at a disorder strength dependent non-zero value showing quite
significantfluctuations in time (as well as between different realizations of the disorder—not shown). The non-
zero value of the long-time imbalance indicates that the system remembers its initial statewhich is the
commonly used indicator of theMBLphase. In the broad transition regime between the two phases the decay of
I(t) is well fitted by an algebraic decay I t t z
1
µ -( ) with the exponent
z
1 decreasingwith the increasing disorder
strength (the decay slows down). This is a similar behavior to that observed in fermionic and spin systems [31,
33–35] as well as experimentally for spinful fermions [23]. In this region, whichwe call a quantum critical region
Figure 1.Decay of the imbalance I(t) for initial Fock-like density wave DW21ñ∣ state as a function of time. Results for the random
interactions system (3)withN=9 andN=12 bosons on L=6 and L=8 sites respectively are shown on the left. The log–log scale
facilitates observation of the emergence and breakdown (at times t larger than theHeisenberg timeTH) of the algebraic decay of I(t).
Right panel—comparison between L=8, 30, 60 lattice sizes for the randompotential system (2) atU=1.
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[36–38], transport is claimed to be subdiffusive and dominated byGriffiths-type dynamics [39, 40]. According to
theGriffiths phasemodel of theMBL transition [36, 37, 41] z is the dynamical exponent associatedwith the
transport which reaches 0.5
z
1 = in the diffusive limit [23]. As the border ofMBL phase is approached, the
exponent
z
1 vanishes. Let us stress that both bosonic systems, despite a richer localHilbert space than for spin/
fermionmodels, share very similar subdiffusive characteristics with, e.g. 0.4
z
1 » forW=5while 0.09
z
1 » for
W=10. Let us also note that the size of this quantum critical region is system size dependent as discussed in
detail e.g. in [38].
The analysis with Lanczos time propagation due to the exponentially increasingHilbert space size is
necessarily restricted tomoderate system sizes. On the other hand, tDMRG [42–45] allows one to efficiently
study systemswith amoderate growth of the entanglement in time—a situation expected for localized and close
to localized systems. In particular, it is well known that the entanglement entropy in theMBLphase for initially
uncorrelated parts grows logarithmically in time [9, 46], which allows us to study very large systems [18]. Here,
we consider the time-evolution close to theMBLphase for 90 bosons distributed between L=60 sites (a typical
size for cold atom experiments) to infer properties of the localized system aswell as to get a glimpse of dynamics
near theMBL transition—figure 3. In all tDMRGcalculations we use open boundary conditions as realized in
quasi-one-dimensional experimental situations.
The stationary value of imbalance can be thought of—in analogy to an order parameter in conventional
phase transitions—as a quantity which determines the degree of ergodicity breaking in the system. It is
straightforward to obtain the stationary imbalance deep in themany-body localized phase—performing time
evolutionwith tDMRGwe observe that I(t) after initial transient (up to t≈10) saturates at a disorder strength
dependent level exhibiting residualfluctuations in time. Therefore, we average I(t) over a time interval in the
vicinity of t=30. The stationary value of the obtained imbalance is further averaged over (typically ten) disorder
realizations.
As the disorder strength decreases, the subdiffusive regimewith the algebraic decay of the imbalance is
approached. This is accompaniedwith amuch faster build up of the entanglementwhich, in turn, reduces the
obtainablefinal propagation time but, on the other hand, confirms the vicinity of the transition. The
representative stationary values of the imbalance are presented infigure 3 for DW21ñ∣ aswell as a different density
like state DW 3030 ...30ñ = ñ∣ ∣ . Observe a striking difference between the left and themiddle panels offigure 3 that
correspond to different interaction strengthsU=1 andU=5, respectively. The fate of both initial states for
U=1 is very similar, they begin to shownon-zero stationary imbalance around the amplitude of random
chemical potentialW=10. I(t) dependence onW for both states is practically identical (compare error bars).
The situation drastically changes forU=5where DW30ñ∣ state localizes formuch lower values ofW. Thismay
be attributed (andwill be further confirmed in the next section) to the significant difference in initial energies of
both states.
Imbalances obtained for themodel with random interactions are shown infigure 3(c). As for theU=5 case
discussed above, the DW30ñ∣ initial state leads to a larger value of the stationary imbalance than the DW21ñ∣ for a
given disorder strength. Also, the disorder strength needed to obtain the non-zero stationary value of imbalance
is smaller for the DW30ñ∣ state than for the DW21ñ∣ state. The DW30ñ∣ state has higher energy than DW21ñ∣ state as
the interaction term grows quadratically with the number of bosons occupying a lattice site. Thus, also for this
Figure 2.Decay of the imbalance I(t) for DW21ñ∣ state as a function of time forN=12 bosons on L=8 lattice sites—randomon-site
potential withU=1 on the left and random interactions on the right. The horizontal axis is in logarithmic scalewhich facilitates
observation of slow decay of I(t) in the intermediate regime betweenmany-body localized and the ergodic phases. Data corresponding
to the critical region arefitted by power-law decay.
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model the degree of ergodicity breaking depends on the energy of the initial state. The energy dependence of the
MBLphenomenon in both systems leads us to the next sectionwherewe examine the properties of the full
energy spectra by exact diagonalization.
3. Localization edge
The theory ofmetal-insulator transition [47] implies that themobility (localization) edge separates in energy
localized and extended states, at least in the thermodynamic limit. For interacting systems in the presence of
disorder, numerical evidence for the presence ofmany-bodymobility edges were presented for the random field
Heisenberg spin chain [30] and for the fermionicHubbard system [48, 49].
To address the properties of the system as a function of energy in a systematic waywe follow [30] and analyze
the statistics of energy eigenvalues using a convenientmeasure—the gap ratio [50]. Let δn be a difference between
adjacent energies in the ordered spectrum, E E .n n n1d = -+ The (dimensionless) gap ratio is defined as:
r min , max , . 5n n n n n1 1d d d d= - -{ } { } ( )
It has been shown [50] that themean of the rn distribution, r , describes the character of the eigenstates well. For
delocalized disordered states one intuitively expects a situation resembling randommatrices. For time reversal
invariant systems, theGaussianOrthogonal Ensemble (GOE) of randommatrices is appropriate. In this case, the
mean gap ratio, r , can be calculated approximately [51] yielding r 0.53GOE = . In the opposite case, deep in the
MBLphase, it is conjectured that the system is integrable and can be characterized by a complete set of local
integrals ofmotion (LIOMs) [9, 52, 53]. As such, the spectrum should share properties with the Poisson
ensemble, with themean ratio equal to r 2 log 2 1 0.39Poisson = - » [51]. In the transition regime between
these two phases one expects that themean ratio has intermediate values smoothly interpolating between the
limiting cases. Such a situation has been indeed observed in a number of studies [18, 30, 31, 50, 54].
We shall characterize the studied systemswith the help of r in an energy resolvedway. To that end, for each
value of the disorder strength (beingW orU depending on the studied system), we collectmore than 106
eigenvalues for about 200 disorder realizations.We drop the lowest 1%of energy levels, let us denote the lower
bound of the set of eigenvalues asEbot. Similarly, we disregard the highest 1%of eigenvalues and define as Etop
the upper bound of the considered set.We rescale themembers of the set as E E E Ebot top bot = - -( ) ( )
mapping the energies onto [0,1]. Finally, we group ò values in 20 equal intervals andfind r in each of them
separately.
The results are presented infigure 4. Clearly, all the systems reveal a transition between the ergodic phase
(yellow color)withGOE-like r values and the localized (MBL)phase with statistics close to the Poisson limit.
Typically, for a broad range of disorder strengths onemay notice that, for a given disorder strength, high lying
energy states are localizedwhile the lowest remain extended. Thus, there exists an interval of energies (for a given
Figure 3. Stationary value I of imbalance as a function of the disorder strength for for two initial Fock states: DW21ñ∣ and DW30ñ∣ for 90
bosons on 60 lattice sites. Panel (a) corresponds to a randomchemical potential in amodel of weakly interacting bosonsU=1.
Within statistical errors both states have similar threshold value of non-zero imbalance aroundW=10 and show essentially the same
behavior. Panel (b) corresponds to the samemodel with stronger interactionsU=5.Now the state localize at different value of the
disorder amplitude. For random interactions an even stronger dependence on the initial state is observed—panel (c).
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disorder strength)where a transition from localized to extended states takes place. Such a behavior is typically
associatedwith themobility edge for single-particle systems. Thus, wemay loosely say that the apparentmobility
edge is indeed observed for the studied systems. In both cases, it has a peculiar feature that states which are above
a certain energy threshold are localizedwhereas the states below are extended, so itmay be called an ‘inverted’
mobility edge. This behavior has already been predicted for a two- and few-site bosonic systems in [55]with
randomon-site potentials.
While the transition between localized and extended states as a function of energy is clearly observed, it is by
nomeans obvious that a sharpmobility edge exists in the thermodynamic limit. The properties of the transition
regime (defined by the energy interval inwhich r takes intermediate values between Poisson andGOE limits)
may be attributed to amixture of localized and extended states for anyfinite size of the systemor could stem
from fractal properties of eigenstates. Another option is that the situationmay be similar to the transition
between chaotic and regular (integrable)motion in simple chaotic systems (see e.g. [56])where ‘regular’ states
localized in the stable islandsmay co-exist with chaotic eigenstates. In the deep semiclassical limit the residual
tunnelings between regular islands and the chaotic sea decay exponentially (as 0  ) and regular and chaotic
statesmay co-exist (leading e.g. to the so called Berry–Robnik statistics of levels [57]). The character of states in
the transition regime is not known andwhether the transition ‘sharpens’ in the thermodynamic limit leading to
a truemobility edge is an open question as the ergodic-MBL transition is claimed to be dynamical in nature [38].
Also, the disorder is known to smear the transition due to the presence ofGriffiths regions [40].
We observe that regions of extended (yellow) and localized (blue) behavior have different shapes depending
on themodel as well as on the parameters—see figure 4. The left (U=1) andmiddle (U=5) panels correspond
to the randomon-site potentialmodel. For stronger interactions extended states are limited to the lower part of
the energy spectrum.High energy states, necessarily having significant occupations on selected sites, are
localized even for very small disorder. This difference in shape for different strengths of interactions nicely
correlates with different temporal behaviors of the DW21ñ∣ and DW30ñ∣ imbalances. The energies of these states
are represented by red lines in all three panels offigure 4. They are quite similar during the transition from the
extended to the localized regime in the left panel (U=1), thus they should have a similar stationary imbalance.
Indeed, this is the case as shown in the left panel offigure 3. For stronger interactions, the two red lines enter the
localized (blue) region for different disorder strengths—as faithfully reproduced by the disorder dependence of
stationary imbalance (middle panel infigure 3). Similar correlation is observed for the random interactions
model (right panels offigures 4 and 3).
In the next sectionwe provide perturbative arguments backing our conclusion on observation of the
apparent invertedmobility edge.
4. Interactions as a perturbation
The perturbative work [8] established the existence ofmany-body localization for a systemof interacting
fermions and the results were extended toMBL of bosons [58]. The key element is the ratio,, of thematrix
element between two states localized at different sites to the difference in their energies. The ratio larger than
unity leads to delocalization, whereas the states remain localized for a small. This argument, used originally
for discussing Anderson transition,may be applied also toMBL. It also lies at the heart of the renormalization
group treatment ofMBL transition [36, 37].







withN=12 bosons on L=8 sites. Left panel—random chemical potential forU=1;middle panel—the same
system forU=5; right panel—the random interactions case. Yellow color corresponds to r 0.53» and to the ergodic regime
whereas the blue color denotes r 0.39» characteristic for localized states. Red curves indicate energies of the DW21ñ∣ and DW30ñ∣
states which cross the boundary between ergodic and localized regions of the spectrumwith increasing disorder strength and exhibit
ergodicity breaking.
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It is straightforward to adapt this reasoning to the systemwith randomon-site potential (2). AtU=0, it
reduces to Andersonmodel—working in its single particle localized basis, we assume the localization/
delocalization transition happenswhen the energymismatch between energies of initial states òi, òj andfinal
states òk, òl becomes comparable with the couplingUij kl, between those states which stems from the on-site
interaction term in theHamiltonian (2), so that
U 1. 6ij kl i j l k,     = + - - »∣ ∣ ( )
The annihilation operator, ai, associatedwith theWannier basis state on site i can bewritten as a combination of
operators annihilating particles in single-particle localized states, bj




jå j= ( )
where the coefficients i
jj decay exponentially with the distance between sites i and j. Now, the single-particle
part of (3) can bewritten as
H b b 8
j
j j j0 å= ( )†
and the interaction part becomes
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The exponential decay of i
jj with the distance i j-∣ ∣ implies that the terms in (9) can be organized order by
order considering the index sum S j j j j j j j j1 2 3 4= - + - + - + -∣ ∣ ∣ ∣ ∣ ∣ ∣ ∣. The zero order term S=0







4jå -( ) ( ) and corresponds to amere shift of energies of the eigenstates of the systemdue to




smaller than the S=0 terms by a factor i
i
i
i1j j+ . This classificationmay be continued to higher order terms.
The question is whether the condition (6) togetherwith the formof the interaction-induced terms can be
used to get some qualitative understanding of the observed ergodic toMBL transition in the interacting system.
Consider the systemwith random a on-site potential and its density of states (DoS)—figure 5(a). At high
energies, theDoS is small, therefore, the energymismatches between the states that can be coupled by the
interaction (9) are sufficiently large for the system to remain localized even in the presence of interactions.
Consequently r 0.4» in that region of the spectrum—figure 5(b). Now, as the energy decreases, theDoS grows
larger and the energy differences between states coupled by the off-diagonal part of (9) become comparable with
the coupling. ForW=3, states in this part of the spectrum are ergodic—r 0.53» . On the other hand, for
W=10, the coupling is not strong enough, r 0.45» and the system is in the intermediate regime.
However, at the smallest energies, theDoS is low again—sowhy the does system remain ergodic (or closer to
the ergodic phase) even though the energymismatches seem to be bigger again? First, let us note, that theDoS is
slightly asymmetric due to the quadratic nature of the interaction term. Consider a state at the bottomof the
spectrum—it necessarily has large occupations of single-particle orbitals localized around sites with a large
Figure 5.Density of states—panels (a) and (d), mean ratio of consecutive spacings r as function of energy—panels (b) and (e) and the
variance of the occupation of the central L/2 site nvar L 2á ñ( ) as function of energy—panels (c) and (f) for themodels with random
chemical potential andU=1 (left column) and for random interactions (right column). The disorder amplitudes are given in the
figure. A systemofN=9 bosons in L=6 lattice sites (500 realizations averaged) is analyzed.
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negative chemical potential. The S=0 term n n 1i
b
i
b -( ) shifts energy of this state upwards, to a region of
spectrumwhere theDoS is higher. Now consider a state at the top of the spectrum, its energy is again increased
by the interactions but now the state is shifted towards the high end of the spectrum, where theDoS is low.
Therefore, the S=0 term is the first source of an asymmetry between lower and higher parts of the spectrum.
However, the differences between eigenstates in those regions aremuchmore pronouncedwhich is well
captured by nvar L 2á ñ( )—variance (with respect to different disorder realizations) of the average occupation of
the central site of the lattice, which is shown infigure 5(c). The nvar L 2á ñ( ) increases rapidly at large energies and
renders the system localized. Conversely, at low energies, fluctuations of the number of the particles are smaller
and the interactions delocalize the eigenstates easily.
The systemwith random interactions—see thefigures 5(d)–(f) is not straightforwardly treatable with the
same perturbative analysis as the single-particle physics atU=0 is delocalized. However, the general results of
the reasoning for the random chemical potential are the same—theDoS ismuchmore asymmetric and states at
high energies are localized.Moreover, nvar L 2á ñ( ) looks quantitatively the same and shows that also for the
random interactions states at the lower parts of spectrumhave a better chance of being ergodic.
Concluding, the inverted localization character of states (with low energy states being extended and high
energy states tending to be localized) in the Bose–Hubbardmodel stems from the possible higher than one
occupation of lattice sites ( nvar 1L 2á ñ >( ) ) and the fact that the interaction energy increases quadratically with
the site occupation.
5. Level statistics
The spectral statistics are a useful probe of theMBL transitionwhichwe have already seen in section 3 discussing
the gap ratio. Let us now concentrate on amore traditional level statistics, the distribution of spacings. A generic
ergodic system is characterized byWigner–Dyson statistics characteristic forGOEmatrices, whereas for an
integrable system (i.e. also in theMBLphasewhere a complete set of LIOMs exists [9, 52, 53]) the Poissonian
statistics is appropriate [56]. The intermediate statistics in the context of ergodic tomany-body localized
transition is addressed in [59] on an example of aHeisenberg XXZ spin chain. Serbyn andMoore postulated that
the transitionmight be described by the so called plasmamodel [59].More precisely, using a randomwalk
approach in a space ofHamiltonians generated by different realizations of disorder [60], withmean field based
assumptions on the correlation functions for theseHamiltonians, as well as assuming fractal scaling to the
matrix elements of local operators Serbyn andMoore obtain a power law scaling for the disorder inducing term
of theHamiltonian (they explicitly consider XXZ spinmodel). This allows them, in turn, tomap theirmodel
onto the plasmamodel for level statistics [61]. Themodel predicts the level spacing distribution P(s) for large s
that interpolates between the exponential and theGaussian tail. Assuming also a plausible power law repulsion
at small spacings, one arrives at [59]
P s s e 10C s,
2µ b - g b g-( ) ( )
withβ and γ being the parameters of the plasmamodel. It is shown towell describe the level spacing distribution
for the studied spin system across the transition.
Level spacing distributionswere also used by us [18] for randomly interacting bosons to estimate the
position of the critical region between the ergodic and localized phases.We found that the distribution of
spacings waswell described by the plasmamodel distribution betweenGOE and Poisson limits. In fact, we have
identified two regimes; the generalized semi-Poisson [62] regime close to theMBLphase corresponding to
γ=1 and variableβ followed by the transition toGOE forβ=1 and γ decreasing to zero. In the following, we
discussmainly the spacing distribution for the random chemical potentialmodel (2) andmake some comments
on the random interactionsmodel.
After performing the necessary unfolding of energy levels [56]we obtain the distribution of spacings between
neighboring energy levelsP(s)with themean level spacing equal to unity—the results for a a random chemical
potential are presented infigure 6. The level spacing P(s) at small disorder (W=1) is well approximated by the
Wigner’s surmise [63] P s se s
2
4
2= p -p( ) which confirms the ergodic behavior of the system. At large values of
disorder (W= 25), deep in theMBLphase, the system is fully integrable [9, 52], and the resulting spacing
distribution is Poissonian P s e s= -( ) .
It is notable that the transition between the two limiting distributions follows the similar pattern to that
observed before [18, 59]. In the transition region, we observe a two stage process as in [18]. However, at smaller
values of disorder wefind out, quite surprisingly, that the proposed plasmamodel [59], while nicely reproducing
the bulk of the distribution forW=10—see figure 6, does not reproduce our data well in the tail of the
distribution, as shown in the inset offigure 6. Forfitted values ofβ and γ the plasmamodel distribution decays
faster than exponentially γ=0.59<1while the numerically obtained data reveal an exponential tail. Forcing
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γ=1 to get the agreement in the tail leads to a poor comparison of numerics and plasmamodel distribution for
small andmoderate spacings. To resolve this issuewefit the data forW=10with the formula
P s s C C C s sErf e , 11s1 2 3 0= + -b a-( ) ( ( ( )) ( )
in such away, thatβ andα arefixed by the limiting behavior ofP(s) at small and large s, respectively, two of the
C1,2,3 constants are fixed by the requirement that s1 1á ñ = = á ñand the remaining one and s0 are fitted. Thefit
of (11) reproduces both the tail and the bulk of the level spacing distributionmore accurately than the plasma
model prediction. Let us stress, that the formula (11) is not a result of a deeper theory, but rather a heuristic
formulawhich grasps effectively all essential features of the level spacing distribution.
The deviation from the plasmamodel occurs close to the delocalized regime. Importantly, after a close
inspection, we have observed exactly the same behavior for themodel with random interactions.While the
distribution of the bulk (small or intermediate s) of the spacing distributionwaswell captured by the plasma
model as reported by us [18], the large spacing tail remained exponential and the fits with the proposed
distribution (11)were clearly superior (since the data resemble that offigure 6we do not reproduce them).
At larger disorder strengths, level spacing distributions of both considered systems (2), (3) arewell described
by the generalized semi-Poison distribution P s s e s1µ b b- +( ) ( ) .
Concluding, the level statistics for the Bose–Hubbardmodel with randomon-site chemical potential or with
random interactions reveal the ergodic toMBL transition and the level spacings distributions in the intermediate
regime are similar to XXZ—Heisenberg spin chain [59]. However, the 2-parameter plasmamodel is insufficient
to capture the level spacings in the critical regime close to the ergodic phase (as forW=10) because of the
exponentially decaying tails of numerically obtained P(s).
6. Fate ofmetastable states in presence of disorder
The previous sections demonstrate that the disordered Bose–Hubbardmodels possess the characteristic features
ofMBL systems. In particular, following the time evolution of the initial density-wave states one observes
ergodicity breaking.However, it has been shown that [26] strong repulsive interactions of bosons lead to
dynamical constraints which slow down thermalization of the system as soon as it is prepared in a highly excited
inhomogeneous initial state. In this section, we compare thismechanism to the disorder induced ergodicity
breaking.
The overall thermalization rate of the clean systemdepends on the population of high-energy excitations,
which, at strong interactions, is associatedwith states having sites occupied bymore than a single boson. For
instance, doublons from the density-wave state DW20ñ∣ (at filling 1n = ) very slowly decay at largeU being
incapable ofmoving and restoring translational symmetry. Thatwas quantified in [26] by the relaxation time
τR—the smallest time at which the local density acquires its equilibrium value. τRwas found to be increasing
with the interaction strength andwith the growing system size.
Figure 6. Level spacings distributions for the systemwith random chemical potential forN=12 bosons on L=8 sites withU=1.
Data forW=1 andW=30 arewell reproduced by theWigner’s surmise formula and Poisonian statistics (brown dashed lines) and
are not displayed to ensure better visibility of data forW=10, 15. Those arefittedwith the plasmamodel distribution and semi-
Poissonian statistics respectively (solid lines). Finally, the squares correspond to our effective formula (11). The inset presents the same
data in the lin–log scale showing that the plasmamodel fails to reproduce the exponential tail of the numerical data despite a seemingly
good fit of the bulk (main panel).
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In order to demonstrate that the dynamical trapping described above andMBL induced by disorder are two
physically distinct phenomena, we consider a systemofN=8 bosons on L=8 sites with strong interactions
U=10 and gradually increase disorder strengthW. The relaxation time of the system is τR≈10. After this time
I(t) oscillates around zero and the system thermalizes. The imbalance I(t) calculated for different disorder
strengths is presented infigure 7. Clearly, even though the time evolution at small times is similar for different ,
and hence τR does not change drastically in the intervalW 0, 0.3Î [ ], the long time evolution is affected—the
oscillations of I(t) (disorder averaged) are smaller and already forW=0.1 a non-zero stationary value of
imbalance builds up. The dependence of stationary values of imbalance on the disorder strength together with
the corresponding r values are presented infigure 8. Clearly, at largerW a non-zero stationary value of
imbalance is observed,moreover it happens only at disorder strengths that correspond to r 0.4»¯ —i.e. in the
MBL regime.
Therefore, for very small disorder strengths the slow down of relaxation due tometastable states at largeU
prevails. However, an addition of even a small disorder to this strongly interacting system affects its dynamics
severely and leads to amuchmore robustmechanismof ergodicity breaking.
Figure 7. I(t) for various disorder strengths (averaged over 30 disorder realizations) forN=8 bosons on L=8 sites atU=10.With
growing disorder strength, the oscillations amplitude gets smaller and a non-zero average value of imbalance is obtained—already
relatively small disorderW = 0.5 leads to significant ergodicity breaking and Istat ≈ 0.36.
Figure 8.Change in r̄ and stationary value of imbalance resulting from introducing disorder to the system. At smallW the r value is
smaller than value characteristic for uncorrelated Poissonian energy levels—once r 0.4»¯ is attained, non-zero stationary value of
imbalance is observed and the system is no longer ergodic. The parameters areU=20 forN=12 andU=10 forN=8.
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7. Conclusions
Wehave presented a comprehensive analysis ofmany-body localization for a systemof interacting bosons in a
lattice in the presence of disorder.We considered both the random chemical potential as well as we revisited the
case of random interactions. Both systems can be realized experimentally in optical lattices.
The treatment of interacting bosons in a lattice is technicallymore difficult than spin=1/2 or fermionic
systems due to the possibility ofmultiple occupations of individual sites. This, in principle could lead to
profound differences w.r.t. fermions/spins as the localHilbert spacemight be viewed as an additional synthetic
dimension.However, as found above, the repulsive interactions between bosons limitmultiple occupancies to
uninteresting high energy physics. For themajority of states, at the intermediate energies the character ofMBL
observed is similar to that of spins and fermions. In particular,MBLmay be evidenced by a long-time behavior
of the imbalance of appropriately prepared inhomogeneous initial states. In this respect bosonic physics is
richer, allowing for a preparation of different states, possibly differing in energy. Thismay allow one to
experimentally study the energy dependence of the transition between ergodic andMBLphases when the
disorder is increased. This is particularly interesting as we have shown that the system reveals an apparent
localization (mobility) edge.Moreover this ‘edge’ is inverted in a sense that localized states lay higher in energy
than the extended ergodic states that occupy lower energy sector. Let us stress that it is the bosonic nature of the
models which allows for initial density wave states at significantly different energies. An experiment inwhich the
time evolution of the imbalance starting from the DW21ñ∣ and DW30ñ∣ density-wave states would verify the
existence of the apparentmobility edges.
In the critical quantum regime between ergodic and localized phases (in our necessarily finite size systems
studies)we observe an algebraic decay of the imbalance in agreement with the subdiffusive character predicted in
a general one-dimensional renormalization group theory [36, 37].
In the case of the revisited random interactions, the thorough investigation of the critical region
characterized by subdiffusion for small system sizes leads us to a better estimation of the stationary imbalance.
The results about themobility edge are confirmed for larger system size. The direct comparisonwith the random
on-site potentialmodel allows us to speculate that the underlyingmechanismofMBL is similar in both systems.
The detailed analysis of level spacing distributions in the transition regime revealed that the so called plasma
model [59] fails to reproduce the behavior of the tail of the distribution despite faithfully reproducing the bulk.
On the other hand the similarity of spin and boson level statistics in the transition regime suggests a significant
level of universality in the transition between ergodic—many-body localized phases and calls for a separate
analysis. Such an analysis is in progress.
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